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Our FTES number dropped by 155 between last Friday and Monday, January 24, 2016. The drop 

is significantly larger than what has transpired at census over the past three years and was quite 

a surprise. Given that we were below our planned FTES for spring before the drop, extra 

attention is being focused on late start spring course opportunities and our summer schedule. 

The summer schedule is strategically larger than last year, specifically with increases in courses 

and disciplines where we continue to have waitlists. Details about our multifaceted and targeted 

efforts to increase enrollment will be shared by the vice presidents and me at the Academic 

Senate meeting on Thursday, February 4th, thanks to a generous invitation by Academic Senate 

President Martin.  

 

Anatomy – Six months ago, MJC’s anatomy team began the process of switching the source of 

anatomical materials (cadavers) from UC San Diego to UC San Francisco. The change was 

predicated on greatly increased cost, shrinking replacement period, and changes in the laws 

governing the use and disposition of such materials. The move to UC San Francisco required 

maintaining detailed records of specimens requiring 300 hours of personnel and student 

volunteer time to come into compliance and a rigorous inspection. The efforts of the team led 

by Dr. David Martin, including Dr. Holly Nash-Rule, resulted in passing the inspection with flying 

colors! The benefit to students will be realized as now allow students in kinesiology, respiratory 

care, and nursing will also have opportunity to utilize lab materials formerly restricted to 

anatomy students.  

 

Accreditation – The self evaluation process is in full swing at MJC! The Standard teams are 

meeting regularly and everyone is invited to participate. Meeting information is available on the 

Accreditation Council webpage. Standard IV – Leadership and Governance gathers on Monday, 

February 3, at 3:00 pm in Library 10 and you are welcome to join College Council for this working 

meeting. If you are interested in serving on an external evaluation team on behalf of ACCJC, 

contact me for more information and an application. They are seeking 50 new evaluators for fall 

2016 visits. Team service requires approximately 40-60 hours preparation before the visit, one 

day of team training, and a minimum of four days at the assigned college mid-semester. Team 

service is a tremendous opportunity to expand understanding of the comprehensive evaluation 

process and peer accreditation. 

 

http://www.mjc.edu/general/accreditation/self_evaluation_page.php


Achieving the Dream – Dr. Ken Gonzalez, data coach for MJC, will spend February 3-5 on campus 

providing focus group training. This will enable us to expand our understanding of the students 

we serve qualitatively as we continue to dive deep into quantitative data. There are many 

programs on campus ready to implement focus groups as a rich way to collect student 

information! 

 

More storms are coming – use caution as you navigate the rain this weekend! 

 

Good questions outrank easy answers.  

Paul Samuelson 

 

Jill Stearns, Ph.D. 

President 
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